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ANITA ELLIS
I am lucky. I started quilting as a hobby; as my expertise grew I have made my passion my business. Now I get 
to share my skills by enhancing and finishing the first attempts, ‘best yet’s’ and master pieces of others.
I find great joy in quilting, teaching and promoting this wonderful Industry. 
I was invited to teach a suite of beginner classes at AMQF 2012. These were aimed at getting quilters up and 
going, arming them with knowledge and skills that could be used as soon as they returned home and well into 
the future as they developed their own skill set. The feedback was very positive at the time and since. I have 
met many previous class participants this year who have been thrilled to use the skills they learnt in practical 
everyday applications. What greater reward could a teacher ask for? I will be designing my classes for these 
beginner quilters again at AMQF 2014. If you have recently acquired a long, mid or short arm machine and need 
to know where to go now, then these classes are for definitely for you.
I look forward to seeing you at the next AMQF in 2014. It’s sure to be wonderful with great teachers with great 
things to share.

#359 Feather Basics
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Friday 3rd Oct: 3.30-5.30pm

You will be amazed at how much mastering 
the basics of feathers can add to your 
quilting repertoire. From the most simple 
feather through to more fancy and 
decorative designs, feathers can be used as 
the centre piece of your quilt or to add a 
stunning border or background fill.
Anita will guide you through the basic 
principles of feathers, helping you to 
customize your designs to craft an 
individual style.

#463 Beginning Quilting one step 
at a time
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Saturday 4th Oct: 1-3.00pm

Learn how to assess the quilt and work 
out what design will work best; Discuss 
squaring and loading the quilt; Explore 
thread, wadding and quilt back choices and 
how they can affect the end result;
Map out some practical next steps.

#462 Achievable Custom Quilting 
for Finished Quilts
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Saturday 4th Oct: 3.30-5.30pm

An experienced and quality quilter, Anita 

will demonstrate the art of simple custom 
quilting through drawing and stitched 
examples which will be designed during 
your class. This is a great chance to ask 
questions, discuss common challenges and 
grow your confidence and your expertise.

#561 Choosing and using 
background designs
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Sunday 5th Oct: 8-10.00am

Background designs can make or break 
a quilt so it’s really important to master 
this skill. In this class you will learn how 
the background can complement and 
accentuate a quilt’s piecing or applique. 
You will play with simple shapes to form 
effective and consistent patterns which 
characterize your quilt and add to its 
appeal.

#560 Tricky Quilts, simple steps to 
make them work
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Sunday 5th Oct: 10.30-12.30pm

In this easy to follow seminar, Anita will 
show you some straight forward and 
effective techniques for getting the quilt 
back under control and looking its best. 
Focussing on common mistakes, including 
wavy borders, use of different stabilisers 
within the body of the quilt, unseemly 

seaming and more, you’ll be delighted at 
how simple it can be to turn a disaster into 
a screaming success! You are encouraged 
to bring your tricky quilts with you and get 
some practical advice on how to fix them.

#564 Different ways to quilt block 
designs efficiently
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Sunday 5th Oct: 3.30-5.30pm

You will learn simple ways to interpret 
the block shapes and use these shapes to 
enhance the quilting designs. Bring each 
individual block pattern together as a 
cohesive quilting design.

#565 Borders, fat thin and 
everything inbetween
Cost: $66 (Includes handout)
Sunday 5th Oct: 6-8.00pm

A quilt can be transformed by design of 
its border. Whether it’s a one inch sashing 
or a ten inch monster, this introductory 
class will teach you how to work out which 
simple designs will look best. 

For more information about AMQF 2014 please visit our website, www.amqfestival.com.au. You 
can register online for all our classes and also download your own copy of the Class Catalogue and 
read more about all the extraordinary teachers and classes. Any questions on classes or registration, 

please contact us at info@amqfestival.com.au or Sharon 0411 268924

Classes offered by Anita at AMQF 2014 - all 2 hr demo/lectures & suitable for beginners!


